What originally made you interested in reading/watching/playing this media? How did you hear about it or come across it?

I looked for the book after I read the 1st part of the series.

Is it part of a series? If so, what series is it?

Yes, The Hunger Games series

What is this media about? Make sure to give enough interesting details without spoiling too much!

This is the second part of the hunger games. Katniss and Peeta end up winning the games and now live their lives with the presents of winning. Along with struggles- Katniss is seen as a threat and must again join the hunger games.

Who are the main characters? What makes them interesting or unique?

Katniss- winner of the hunger games with Peeta and is a great archer Peeta- winner of the hunger games with Katniss and likes Katniss
Does this media remind you of anything else you’ve read/watched/played?

This book reminds me of the Divergent movies.

What type of person might enjoy this media? For example, this book is for someone who likes Percy Jackson, someone who enjoys getting scared, someone who likes a challenge, etc.

This book is for someone who wants a thriller.

Did you like this media? Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not?

I like this book because it was very thrilling and exciting and made you want to wonder what's next.

Do you like the cover? Does it convey what the media is about?

Yes the cover symbolizes a symbol that will later be very important in the series.

Do you have any last thoughts about this media that you would like to include in your review?